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Abstract

 The International Finance Corporation wants 
to increase its development impact in fragile 
states. Currently, the IFC’s fragile-state portfolio 
mirrors that of  overall foreign direct investment 
stocks in such countries: focused in extractive 
industries and mobile telephony. That suggests 
potentially limited value-added from the 
Corporation’s investments in terms of  crowding 
in private capital. If  the IFC is trying to increase 
its portfolio and development impact in fragile 
states, it should look for sectoral opportunities 
that share some of  the features of  mines and 

mobile investments but currently attract limited 
FDI—where corporation investment could 
act as a catalyst to private investments. These 
features include limited reliance on broader 
infrastructure, regulatory institutions or local 
skilled labor, comparatively simple fi nancing, 
and the generation of  large enough rents to 
provide revenues to government while remaining 
profi table. Off-grid electricity is a sector that 
is evolving towards such features and the IFC 
should consider a stronger push towards off-grid 
projects in fragile states. 
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Introduction 

All governments face the same problem: how can they know whether the actions they take 

to benefit citizens are successful or are, instead, wasting tax dollars and slowing social and 

economic progress? Obtaining that knowledge is hard and often considered a quixotic 

ambition, particularly in the data-poor environments of many middle- and low-income 

countries. Taking time to learn how well government programs work has also been criticized 

as a technocratic sideshow to the main stage of politics. 

The tide is turning, however. Throughout the world policymakers and citizens alike are 

recognizing that the very legitimacy of public sector institutions is jeopardized by their 

inability to demonstrate the positive differences they make and, when necessary, to change 

course to improve performance. Politicians are increasingly demanding “value for money,” 

citizens have the ability to quickly and widely broadcast complaints against the State, and 

standards of openness and accountability are trending upward. Evaluating and using 

evaluation results are increasingly seen as activities that are as intrinsic to good government 

as transparency.  

While the evaluation of public policies and programs relies on innovations and experiences 

developed over more than half a century (Rossi et al. 2003, pp. 9-20), in recent years 

researchers and practitioners have greatly expanded the application of new methods to 

program evaluation in low- and middle-income countries, seeing this as a fundamental tool 

for social progress. Building on experience in industrialized countries, academic researchers, 

government officials, individuals at bilateral and multilateral agencies and non-governmental 

organizations have promulgated innovative evaluation approaches that are appropriate for 

varied contexts in middle- and low-income countries. Contemporary leaders in South Africa, 

Mexico, Colombia, Brazil, Indonesia, Rwanda, Kenya and many other countries have 

committed to evaluation as an instrument of accountability to voters, and a means of 

fulfilling their executive responsibilities. By interrogating the effectiveness of efforts to 

prevent disease, improve learning outcomes, increase family incomes, and reduce gender 

bias, supporters of program evaluation are contributing both to improvements in specific 

interventions and to the larger cause of enlightened social and economic policy. 

In this paper, we seek to articulate how program evaluation generally, and impact evaluation 

specifically, contribute to good governance – not as a replacement for politics, but as means 

of both learning and accountability. We then argue that institutions with the mandate to 
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accelerate progress in the developing world through foreign aid1 – aid agencies – are 

particularly well suited to fund impact evaluations. We argue, in fact, that funding policy-

relevant impact evaluations through a collective vehicle like 3ie should be one of their primary 

activities. Finally, we highlight the conditions that need to be in place – and require 

additional efforts – to yield the full benefits of collective investment in finding out what 

works.  

Politics First, Effectiveness Second 

Core social choices are worked out in political processes, whether democratic or otherwise. 

Questions such as assigning priority to defending borders versus improving schools or 

building roads are answered through political negotiations that reflect collective values and 

power relationships. Despite efforts to override processes to arrive at a set of social choices 

– for example, by asserting a set of affirmative universal rights or by advocating “value-

neutral” tools like cost-benefit analysis – government priorities are rightly established 

through the wonderful and messy human process referred to as “politics.” Evidence, 

knowledge and technical expertise has its role to play in this process, but it is neither 

determinate nor sufficient. Rather evidence is itself contested in this forum but it does 

inform and shape debates. 

Once these choices are made, the tasks facing governments are how to design, fund and 

execute often massive public programs that are aligned with those priorities, and then to 

measure progress against expectations. Governments have to sort out how to identify and 

reach target populations, how to set benefit levels, how to deliver services of high quality but 

affordable cost, and many other tricky issues for which there is no recipe or playbook. In the 

education sector, for example, one political administration may wish to expand the role of 

private providers while another may seek to universalize and improve public education. 

While the agendas differ, they both imply a need to figure out how to use public dollars and 

policies to achieve the goals. It is at these stages that technical, empirical tools have more 

direct benefit, influencing managerial choices, regulatory decisions, and policy design.  

                                                            
1 In this paper, we use “foreign aid” to mean the financing provided by members of the 

OECD/Development Assistance Committee. This also includes grant-type funding from the World Bank and 
other multilateral development banks. While we do not explicitly discuss the features of funding from private 
foundations, most of the same arguments apply. We do not cover financing through loans provided by the World 
Bank or other multilateral development banks, although a case could be made that these could and should be 
used, in part, to support impact evaluation if other resources were not available.  
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While all of the technical tasks are difficult, perhaps the most difficult to undertake in a 

systematic and sustained manner is the measurement of progress. Yet without it, the public 

sector perpetually lacks the information required for improving program design; has 

difficulty sustaining support from constituents when opposition emerges; and finds 

implementation bottlenecks challenging to overcome. 

The problem of measuring what matters, faced by governments of all countries, is 

particularly important to solve in middle- and low-income countries. With vastly more needs 

than domestic (plus donor) funding can meet, with weak and unreliable official statistics, and 

with severely limited technical capacity within government agencies, policy makers in 

developing countries typically operate in the dark. Yet the stakes are extraordinarily high. An 

inability to know what’s working is very costly, resulting in scarce funding and political 

capital being wasted on ineffective if well-intentioned schemes. 

Evaluation Holds Much Promise  

In many developing countries, so little attention has typically been given to empirical 

information and technical considerations that the design or modification of health, education 

and anti-poverty programs is influenced by the latest ideas from consultants sent by donor 

agencies; by improvised adaptation of efforts in neighboring countries; or by guesswork. The 

opportunities for false assumptions and self-interest to affect program design and 

implementation are manifold.  

Public officials are not the only ones who operate in the dark or on the basis of the limited 

signs of success or failure that they can observe directly. Citizens are similarly constrained. 

Other than public budget information – which is increasingly available to the public thanks 

to the “open budgets” movement – citizens and the groups that organize on their behalf 

have few sources of information about how well or poorly government programs are being 

implemented. They have almost no information about the effect of government programs 

on outcomes such as improvements in health within disadvantaged communities, reductions 

in sexual violence, improvements in the ability of school age children to read and write, 

increases in the income of women in poverty, or improvements in the productivity of small-

scale farmers receiving seed, fertilizer and training. Without such information, they are 

lacking crucial facts that could inform their votes or citizen action. 

This is where many types of program evaluation demonstrate their value. Program 

evaluation includes dispassionate assessment of whether a program was implemented as 
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designed. Rigorous factual analysis can detect how many seemingly well-designed programs 

lose their way in basic implementation (White 2009). This might include, for example, 

situations in which the beneficiaries are not identified well, the staff are poorly trained, or 

supplies are stuck at the port of entry. A central task of examining the effectiveness of 

government programs is to simply answer the question: Was the program implemented as 

designed? If not, why? 

In Kenya, for example, a World Bank-financed project sought to improve agricultural 

extension practices, and yet the evaluation found little change in what extension agents were 

doing during the project lifetime; only 7 percent of participating farmers had the amount of 

contact with extension agents that the project design had anticipated. In Bangladesh, most of 

the women and children who were supposed to receive supplementary feeding in a large 

nutrition program did not. This type of execution failure is prevalent, and can be detected 

with basic program evaluation methods that track actions to see whether implementation 

occurred as planned (White 2009). 

In addition to identifying execution failures (and successes), program evaluation can provide 

valuable information about the cost of interventions and targeting strategies and the system 

outputs (such as the number of trainees or the number of women with access to savings 

accounts). It can shed light on institutional strengths and weaknesses that influence the 

ultimate sustainability of any effort. It can reveal the meaning and interpretation of change as 

experienced by beneficiaries themselves.  

Evaluations which assess execution, operations, costs, strategies, institutional development, 

and meaning all answer important questions. Another set of fundamental questions relates to 

impact in terms of outcomes. These questions are: 

• Did the program, when implemented as designed, improve outcomes? 

• Were the gains large enough to be worth the cost? and  

• Are the gains larger than would have been produced with alternative ways of 

using the same resources?”  

These questions, important as they are, are rarely answered. Each hinges on an ability to 

measure the net impact of a particular program on a defined set of outcomes at the 

individual and/or community level. Furthermore, the usefulness of answering these 
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questions for a particular program is limited unless situated within a larger body of evidence 

from which to assess the reliability of findings and compare the program with alternatives. 

Impact Evaluation is an Evolving and Growing Field  

In 2006, the Center for Global Development Evaluation Gap Working Group pointed out 

in its report, When Will We Ever Learn: Improving Lives through Impact Evaluation (2006), that 

evaluations of the impact of both government and donor-funded programs had been 

systematically underfunded despite their potential utility (Evaluation Gap Working Group 

2006). The working group cited three main reasons for this: a classic “public goods” 

problem, in which the benefits of the investment by a few would accrue to many others; the 

imperative to get programs implemented rather than to take the time to build in evaluation; 

and the difficulty of large bureaucracies to take in and act on news about disappointing 

results.2 

Although many of the reasons for underinvestment in high-quality, relevant impact 

evaluation persist, much has been achieved since 2006. Improvements include better 

methods, broader application across sectors and topics, accumulation of bodies of evidence 

rather than isolated studies, and the production of systematic reviews that have the potential 

to provide balanced guidance to the policy community.  

The evaluation of impact is methodologically ambitious, because it requires estimating what 

would have been observed in the absence of an intervention, in addition to what is actually 

observed. Only rarely is it possible to judge the net effect of an intervention on outcomes 

based solely on data collected at a project’s conclusion. Instead, researchers and practitioners 

try to compare outcomes before and after an intervention or analyze cross-sectional data that 

includes participants and non-participants. In certain contexts, these approaches are 

effective; but for a large range of programs they are unable to account for other factors that 

may be driving change. Some more advanced statistical methods that used to estimate the 

difference between what happened and what might otherwise have happened include 

instrumental variables, difference-in-differences, matching, and regression discontinuity. 

Qualitative studies which gather data from non-participating individuals or organizations are 

                                                            
2 Other reasons proposed to explain the underinvestment in impact evaluations include that “it pays to be 

ignorant” (Pritchett 2002) and that charitable motives and national political interests are of greater significance 
than aid effectiveness to policy decisions (Gaarder and Bartsch 2014). 
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similarly engaged in extracting information that is used to account for confounding factors 

(Rossi et al. 2003). 

A large part of the recent growth in impact evaluation has been spurred by advances in using 

methods derived from research on the effectiveness of medical interventions. Development 

economists have adapted randomized control trial methods to compare health, education, 

behavioral and economic outcomes among those exposed to or participating in an 

intervention with outcomes in a similar group of individuals not exposed or participating 

(White 2013). Field trials, however, operate in a far messier environment than many clinical 

trials testing a drug against placebo or an alternative therapy. In response, the growing 

impact evaluation community has, over the past decade or so, developed creative yet 

rigorous ways to randomize the individuals or geographic areas to which a program is 

extended (De Allegri et al. 2008); integrated assessment of the quality or intensity of program 

implementation into the evaluation design (Garbarino et al. 2009); tested ways to shorten the 

time spent on evaluating impact (Cody and Asher 2014); conducted evaluations in the 

context of multiple demographic surveillance sites (LSHTM 1979-Present); compared 

findings from experimental and quasi-experimental methods (Bifulco 2012); and pursued 

“variation in treatment” rather than solely “with/without” designs, to yield more policy-

relevant findings (Schochet et al. 2014). While the methodological challenges are far from 

being solved, impact evaluation has proven to be a field that innovates quickly, and adopts 

new solutions as they are developed. 

Since 2006, the impact evaluation community has also demonstrated a boldness of ambition 

in its choice of subject matter. Early applications of impact evaluation focused primarily on 

health and education outcomes that had reasonably standard definitions and could be 

measured and compared at the individual level. Today, impact evaluators using both random 

assignment and non-experimental methods routinely tackle an extraordinarily broad array of 

topics: gender-based violence (Kiplesund and Morton 2014), road traffic accidents 

(Habyarimana and Jack 2009), forest preservation (Hatanga 2014), corruption (Zamboni and 

Litschig 2013), trauma following rape (Bass et al. 2013), savings behavior (Karlan and 

Goldberg 2007), income gains (Haushofer and Shapiro 2013), women’s empowerment 

(Beaman et al. 2009-2011), teacher absenteeism, health worker performance and health 

outcomes (Basinga et al. 2011), accountability through citizen action (Results for 

Development 2013) and many more.  
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An important although hidden benefit of the forays by impact evaluators into domains in 

which the outcomes are very difficult to measure is the conceptual clarity they have fostered. 

Merely being engaged in an impact evaluation requires that, from the outset, program 

designers and implementers can clearly articulate what they are trying to achieve. Rather than 

being able to say that they are “addressing gender inequality,” for example, they must be able 

to identify the hoped-for changes that can be directly observed or on which people can 

report in a valid and reliable way. The work of the World Bank’s Gender Innovation Lab 

represents an example of the contribution impact evaluators can and do have on fostering 

intellectual discipline in fields that otherwise might lean toward expert judgment rather than 

reproducible measurement.  

Beyond methods and scope, in recent years the impact evaluation community has simply 

been very busy doing impact evaluations. A forthcoming study from researchers at 3ie has 

the most complete database of published impact evaluations available and it finds that as 

recently as 1995, fewer than 10 studies of developing country policies were published each 

year (See Figure 1). That number has grown rapidly, with more than 300 studies coming out 

annually (Cameron and Mishra 2014). The Abdul Jameel Latif Poverty Action Lab (JPAL) 

and Innovations for Poverty Action (IPA) are relatively new research centers dedicated to 

conducting impact evaluations and in 2014 they listed 567 and 220 ongoing studies, 

respectively. Other research centers have substantially increased their impact evaluation 

work, whether older ones like the International Food Policy Research Institute or newer 

ones like the Peruvian think tank GRADE.  
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Figure 1. Impact Evaluations Published Per Year, 1981-2012 

Source: Reproduced from Drew Cameron and Anjini Mishra. 2014.  

Many agencies are involved in funding or commissioning this work. Since it started in 2009, 

3ie has awarded 131 grants for impact evaluations (3ie 2014), 19 of which are now publicly 

available. The World Bank completed an average of 57 impact evaluations each year from 

2005 to 2010 (IEG 2012). Just one of its initiatives, Development Impact Evaluation 

(DIME), has 131 studies in its working paper series of which 31 were added in 2013 (World 

Bank 2014). Spain contributed more than $13 million to the Spanish Investment Impact 

Fund (later renamed the Strategic Impact Evaluation Fund – SIEF) and the United 

Kingdom has contributed more than $40 million to impact evaluation work just on the basis 

of contributions to SIEF and 3ie. The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation contributed about 

$45 million to 3ie from 2009 to 2014 in addition to other similar research that it supports 

through direct contracting or other institutions. Organizations as varied as Care, the 

International Rescue Committee, the Nike Foundation, the Inter-American Development 

Bank, the US Agency for International Development and the Asian Development Bank are 

implementing plans to increase support for and use of impact evaluations. This represents a 

substantial growth in funding for impact evaluations – perhaps as much as US$50 million a 

year – but it is still extremely small relative to the range of programs in developing countries 

which are being financed through foreign aid (more than US$100 billion each year) and 

through domestic developing country budgets, which are measured in trillions of dollars. 
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Developing countries themselves are more engaged in impact evaluation work than ever 

before. Countries like Mexico, Colombia, Chile, South Africa, and India have created 

dedicated government units concerned with evaluating public programs and commissioning 

or conducting a growing number of impact evaluations. Others like Uganda, Rwanda, Kenya 

and the Philippines are still actively seeking evidence to guide their policies through 

commissioning research or collaborating with international research teams.   

With the accumulation of impact evaluations comes the opportunity to undertake systematic 

reviews and meta-analyses. These rigorous reviews of impact evaluations covering similar 

interventions go beyond isolated findings that are useful for a specific situation to provide an 

overview of the evidence across different contexts, insights regarding which theories are 

more useful, and opportunities to assess generalizability (White and Waddington 2012; 

Waddington et al. 2012). 3ie itself has produced 12 systematic reviews (3ie 2012), on topics 

ranging from the impact of field schools on agriculture productivity to interventions to 

prevent HIV through behavior change. The International Development Coordinating Group 

of the Campbell Collaboration began to publish systematic reviews in 2012 and now has 40 

studies on its website.  

As is true for all research related to social systems, the findings from impact evaluations 

produce concentric circles of benefit. First and foremost, the findings can be used by the 

agency or other organization implementing a program. If the evaluation demonstrates that 

meaningful improvements are being achieved, commensurate with the cost, the agency has 

information to sustain and expand the program. If results are disappointing, it can modify 

the design or take a new approach altogether. The Indian education non-governmental 

organization Pratham, for example, works collaboratively with JPAL to test and then refine a 

range of interventions, from those intended to reduce teacher absenteeism to different ways 

to teach reading and math skills.3 The International Rescue Committee uses impact 

evaluation methods to test and then refine many of its interventions, sharing insights with 

other humanitarian organizations (Goldstein and McKenzie 2013).  

Beyond those involved with the program being evaluated, others working with similar 

problems and populations can benefit as well. Facing similar problems, this next ring of 

people can build programs around interventions that have shown success or at least avoid 

mistakes made by others. In the United States, for example, the Department of Health and 

                                                            
3 http://www.povertyactionlab.org/partners/pratham accessed Oct. 27, 2014.  
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Human Services dedicates funding to encourage replication of teen pregnancy prevention 

interventions, such as particular types of sex education, that have been demonstrated to be 

effective in rigorous impact evaluations (Office Of Adolescent Health 2014); a strategy that 

is increasingly used by the government on many social policies (Haskins and Margolis 2014). 

In the context of the developing world, the diffusion of the innovation of conditional cash 

transfers has been greatly facilitated by a series of impact evaluations, whose results have 

been aggregated to draw out inferences about what this type of anti-poverty program can 

achieve, and under what conditions (Davis et al. 2012). It was, in fact, the evaluation of the 

PROGRESA program in Mexico that inspired Mayor Michael Bloomberg to implement and 

evaluate a cash transfer program to incentivize families to maintain good school attendance 

in New York City (Bosman 2010). Pioneering work in assessing learning in India through a 

simple test of literacy and numeracy (ASER) test has inspired similar assessment initiatives in 

other countries, including Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania (Uwezo). 

At the outermost ring of concentric benefits, and most removed from the original program’s 

context, impact evaluations contribute to the body of evidence that helps to steer funders 

toward one set of approaches and away from others. Systematic reviews can serve as a point 

of departure for advancing a field, rather than repeating errors inadvertently (Waddington et 

al. 2012). For example, a systematic review of nine impact evaluations of programs aimed at 

improving teacher attendance in schools in developing countries found that “A combination 

of better monitoring and powerful incentives is effective in tackling teacher absenteeism. 

However, having a teacher in the classroom does not appear to be sufficient to improve 

student achievement (Guerrero et al. 2012).” This summary finding helps public sector 

officials in the education sector in two ways: First, it provides a basis for context-specific 

experimentation with combinations of enhanced supervision and strong financial incentives 

– not a blueprint for action, but a starting point that is more likely than guesswork to result 

in good outcomes. Second, it provides a caution against viewing teacher absenteeism as the 

only problem to solve before learning outcomes will improve.  

Future Progress in Impact Evaluation is Threatened 

Despite the dynamism of the field of impact evaluation, and both the realized and the 

potential benefits, future progress is threatened by several forces. First and foremost is what 

Lant Pritchett and others have referred to as the “hype cycle” (Pritchett 2013). In the face of 

real-world constraints and delays, overenthusiasm about what impact evaluation can achieve, 

and/or unrealistic expectations about how quickly policymakers will take up the findings 
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from evaluations, may lead to disillusionment. Second is the continued conflicts among 

professional evaluators and researchers around methods, and particularly the use of 

randomization to permit causal inferences to be drawn. Remarkably, a sterile and 

unproductive debate continues around methodological choices, generating far more heat 

than light.4  

Third, those with the skills to do impact evaluations often pursue different interests than 

those who are responsible for policy decisions. Researchers have incentives to do studies 

that can be published in prestigious journals and enhance their standing among their peers. 

However, studies that replicate existing studies in order to assess the reliability or 

generalizability of findings are not valued. Furthermore, evaluators do not always find the 

questions being asked by policymakers to be interesting or researchable. Consequently, not 

all impact evaluations have clear benefits beyond being a contribution to the research 

literature.  

Finally, relatively few public or private funders have invested in impact evaluation. Although 

significantly more funding is available today than the last decade, multiple institutions are 

seeking support from the same small pool of committed funders to advance their impact 

evaluation work. The field depends in an unhealthy way on the sustained interest of those 

funders. Unless a broader range of governments and organizations can be convinced of the 

need for collectively providing long-term stable funding to this knowledge-building 

endeavor, enormous opportunities will be lost. 

Various solutions may be found to address these threats and problems but fundamental to 

almost all of them is maintaining and increasing financial support, particularly through a 

collective, fit-for-purpose mechanism like the 3ie. That is where an increased commitment 

by foreign aid to advancing evaluation as an essential element of good governance enters the 

picture. 

Aid is Uniquely Suited to Impact Evaluations  

Foreign aid can be helpful in many ways, but it is most useful for learning how to make 

public programs more effective. In this case, we are referring to public programs financed 

                                                            
4 Examples of the debate include Development Channel Staff 2012; Villamor 2014; and Savedoff 2014.  
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with any combination of domestic and external resources and operated by government 

agencies at either the national or subnational level or by NGOs. 

Aid is uniquely suited to financing the impact evaluations that provide strong evidence and 

policy-relevant knowledge that can benefit many, and that can help build and reinforce trust 

between governments and citizens. Aid is uniquely suited for this task because of its small 

relative size as domestic finance grows; its ambition of disproportionate influence; its 

sensitivity to being used for illicit purposes; its ability to bridge several communities; and its 

aspirational role in advancing public sector accountability.  

At one time aid served to fill a financing gap that held countries back, providing the 

resources that would otherwise not be available for large infrastructure and energy projects, 

manufacturing investments, and later to construct and supply schools and health facilities. 

This is no longer the case because over the past 20 years most low- and middle-income 

countries are increasingly attractive to private investors and governments have experienced 

rapid growth in their own revenues. Overseas development assistance has fallen as a share of 

donor country Gross National Income (GNI) from 0.5 percent in the 1960s to about 0.3 

percent in this decade (see Figure 2). After levelling off in the 1990s, the absolute value of 

official aid flows started rising but plateaued again after the financial crash of 2007-2008. 

OECD countries have disbursed about US$125 billion per year since 2005. Chinese transfers 

have been rising over the decade but not enough to offset the relative decline from OECD 

countries.5 At the same time, aid is declining in significance relative to the national income of 

receiving countries. Aid flows have fallen since the 1990s to an average of 12 percent of 

GNI in low-income countries (a shrinking category) and represent about 3 percent of GNI 

in middle-income countries that are still receiving aid (See Figure 3).  

  

                                                            
5 Strange et al. 2013, estimated that Chinese transfers to 50 African countries rose from about US$2.8 billion 

in 2000 to about US$9.8 billion in 2010. 
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Figure 2: Official Development Assistance, 1960-2012 

 

Source: OECD.Stat 

Figure 3: Official Development Assistance as share of recipient country GNI (%) 

 
Notes: The figure shows the average ratio of official development assistance (ODA) to Gross National Income 

(GNI) for countries within each income group. Countries were include if: they had a population greater than 1 

million; received ODA; and have GNI reported in the database. Therefore the number of included countries 

varies from year to year. 

Source: World Bank Development Indicators 
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The erosion in the value of aid as a source of financing for priority government programs is 

a positive development because aid can be volatile and disruptive. From the perspective of 

any given country, aid is highly unpredictable over time. Political choices in donor countries 

are influenced by changing geopolitical interests, sectoral focus, and fiscal conditions, yet 

they dictate how much aid is provided, to whom and for what (Desai and Kharas 2010). The 

resulting volatility and uncertainty creates problems for planning and continuity of public 

programs (Kharas 2008). For example, the United States decision to begin phasing out its 

support for AIDS treatment in South Africa and other countries demonstrates how foreign 

aid can fill gaps but simultaneously disrupt the domestic political process of negotiating 

priorities and developing locally appropriate, affordable strategies for vital national 

challenges (Kavanagh 2014).  

Nevertheless, aid still has an important role to play because the problems it tackles – such as 

poor health outcomes, low educational attainment, and low agricultural productivity – are 

still with us even after years of impressive gains. Not only do these problems persist in many 

parts of the world, we now have new challenges, such as climate disruption and the rise of 

non-communicable diseases. In addition, now that many “bricks-and-mortar” solutions are 

in place, we collectively conceptualize the causes of poor development outcomes differently. 

Increasingly, we recognize the role of governance, social norms and incentives in shaping 

outcomes at the individual and societal level (Grindle 2004; World Bank 2004; World Bank 

2015).  

Recognizing the relative decline in financing capacity and understanding the underlying 

causes of persistent problems in new ways, aid agencies are trying to make the most of the 

resources available to them. One path is to increasingly concentrate on the small and 

shrinking set of very poor countries in which aid still represents a large share of resources. 

Another path is to specialize in humanitarian response and work in post-conflict 

environments where immediate needs, the absence of private sector investment, and 

minimally functional governments create a vacuum that aid agencies can partially fill. A third 

path is to contribute with knowledge. While this third path might be dismissed as “merely 

doing research,” knowledge from such research has the potential to be the greatest source of 

sustainable benefits to which aid agencies can contribute. 

As countries develop the public institutions that provide key services and support for 

growth, filling the gap in money becomes much less important than know-how. For 

example, a country like Argentina, with GDP per capita of more than US$14,000 and health 
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spending of almost $1,000 per capita does not need international agencies to fund its health 

system. Yet Argentina sought a World Bank loan for extending provincial health insurance 

to women and children. By borrowing from the World Bank, Argentina received technical 

assistance on a complex arrangement that altered incentives for national and provincial 

institutions, local healthcare providers, and beneficiaries. It also received support to do a 

rigorous impact evaluation of the program (Gertler and Giavagnoli 2014). As a result, 

Argentina knows that this program, which represented a mere 1% of the country’s public 

health spending had significant impacts on the health of its citizens. Argentina also has the 

assurance that public policies instituted by the program will continue to generate benefits 

beyond the specific loan. By generating knowledge with relatively few dollars, the project 

leveraged resources far in excess of anything aid organizations could have directly offered or 

sustained. 

A main advantage of foreign aid is its ability to mobilize external technical experts and bring 

them to collaborate with domestic researchers and evaluators. For a low-income country to 

engage an international expert to do impact evaluations can often cost ten times more than 

contracting domestically. And yet, the supply of domestic researchers with relevant technical 

skills and experience is often limited. Governments find it difficult to justify such a cost 

difference to the detriment of a study’s quality, while international agencies using foreign 

assistance funds face fewer such constraints. Beyond the difference in costs, foreign funding 

is itself associated with international networks that can help identify, mobilize and engage the 

right technical experts. Since its founding, 3ie itself has assumed such a role. The 

combination of foreign funding and multilateral participation has allowed 3ie to generate a 

database of technical experts who can be called upon to review grant proposals, advise 

domestic researchers, and directly collaborate on impact evaluations. 

Aid is not just suited to funding impact evaluations because of its size and ability to mobilize 

needed expertise. It is also suited to funding impact evaluations because doing so can make a 

significant contribution to better governance and greater responsiveness of governments to 

citizens. Instead of being in tension with democratic processes, as sometimes is the case 

when aid distorts domestic priorities, aid for impact evaluations of public programs can help 

provide crucial information to both governments and citizens that reinforce a healthy 

relationship. 

We recognize that effectiveness is not the primary motivation for foreign aid. Countries 

choose to give foreign assistance for many reasons – demonstrating concern for less 
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fortunate people, getting national credit for action, as well as geopolitical and financial 

interests all play a role. But a large part of the debates over the uses and application of 

foreign aid occur within bureaucracies where effectiveness and impact are a visible and 

prominent concern. In the broader political and the more specific bureaucratic realms, 

evidence about effectiveness from impact evaluations therefore plays a role in informing and 

influencing choices. 

The future of foreign aid has little to do with filling financing gaps for developing countries. 

Rather it is going to be increasingly focused on financing public goods, humanitarian 

assistance, and building knowledge. In building knowledge, foreign aid will be able to 

contribute significantly to development by supporting initiatives that systematically study 

public programs – whether those conducted by developing countries themselves or 

supported as pilot experiences by aid agencies. Foreign funding is better suited to financing 

studies – which complement domestic programs –than financing investment and services – 

that alter and substitute for domestic funding. It can mobilize the best technical expertise for 

collaborating with local researchers and it is driven, politically, to seek ways of leveraging 

positive benefits which can be achieved by revealing more effective instruments of public 

policy. To the extent it fosters the development of domestic institutions and capacity to 

research, assess, and learn about public programs, it can have even longer lasting effects.  

Collective Is More Effective 

Though bilateral investments in impact evaluation are helpful, collective action to fund 

impact evaluations is even more likely to succeed at advancing our knowledge about 

effective public programs. This is the case for several reasons. First, the knowledge 

generated by impact evaluations is a public good that provides insufficient incentive for any 

single actor to invest adequately relative to the benefits to everyone. Only collectively can we 

ensure adequate investment. Secondly, collective action can promote better quality studies 

from which we can have better and more reliable information. Finally, collective funding 

creates opportunities for efficiencies of scope and scale in the impact evaluation endeavor. 

The benefit of an impact evaluation is the knowledge it provides. Such knowledge is a classic 

public good in the sense that one person can use it without using it up.6 One government 

                                                            
6 This feature is called “nonrivalry in consumption” in the economics literature. A second feature – non-

excludability – is also required to characterize a pure public good. This distinguishes public goods from so-called 

“club goods” which are non-rivalrous in consumption but from which people can be excluded – such as cinemas 
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can learn from it without reducing its value for public accountability or for informing 

policies in other places. This is what makes knowledge such a powerful force for progress. It 

is the gift that keeps giving.7 

This public good characteristic of knowledge, however, also means that if each individual, 

organization or country only invests in studies in proportion to the benefits that they 

themselves receive, then aggregate investment in building knowledge will be too low. Some 

spillovers will occur but not the full concentric benefits that would come from collective 

action to invest adequately. Bilateral aid programs are subject to this same limitation. They 

regularly face pressures to generate information that is useful to their programs and today’s 

policy questions. In so doing, they forego opportunities to invest in studying programs in 

other places that might have had direct bearing on decisions today or which could yield 

valuable insights for decisions tomorrow. 

The easiest course of action for governments giving or receiving aid is to be “free riders” – 

to rely on others to invest in research and take advantage of the resulting knowledge. This is 

a perfectly rational strategy from each country’s perspective but clearly a losing proposition 

for the world as a whole. The best way to resolve such a problem is to change each 

government’s incentives – for example by only giving them credit for aid programs that 

actually achieve outcomes (Gaarder and Bartsch 2014). An alternative solution to this free 

rider problem is to create a commitment device, that is, to find ways for all countries – or at 

least a significant group – to establish a visible, enforceable rule for financing impact 

evaluations. Such a rule might involve committing each country to finance a set share of its 

own programs – similar to international commitments to contribute 0.7% of GDP to foreign 

assistance or reduce domestic greenhouse gas emissions. An alternative is for countries to 

contribute set amounts to a multilateral institution as they do, for example, under agreements 

that fund the IMF or UN agencies. By collectively committing funds to impact evaluation 

studies, countries could shift from a situation with inadequate investment in building 

knowledge to one which comes closer to achieving the full concentric benefits that are 

possible. This was actually the key argument for proposing the creation of 3ie. Yet funding 

                                                            
and private parks. Public policies sometimes turn knowledge into an excludable good by creating patents and 
copyrights. 

7 One of the most dramatic examples of how knowledge has affected human wellbeing is the rise in human 
life expectancy. Life expectancy in the United States and Europe in the 1950s averaged around 68 years at income 
levels of 1,916 (PPP Converted GDP Per Capita, G-K method, at current prices I$). Countries with those same 
income levels today have life expectancies that are 20 years longer – due primarily to knowledge of healthier 
behaviors and public investment in cost-effective public health measures (Kenny 2012). 
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for 3ie in its first six years, which remains dominated by a small number of organizations, 

shows that this free rider issue is still a problem. Just two contributors – the Bill & Melinda 

Gates Foundation and the British government – accounted for US$30.8 million of 3ie’s 

$31.7 million income in 2013 (3ie Annual Report 2013). 

The collective decision to adequately fund impact evaluations may be hard, but creating an 

institution to receive and apply those funds has the ancillary benefits of improving the 

quality and usability of information. Institutions that fund research, like the US National 

Academies of Science, the Research Councils in many Western and Northern European 

countries, or Brazil’s Oswaldo Cruz Foundation improve the quality of studies by 

formalizing peer review processes and insulating grant decisions from political manipulation. 

Their application procedures and grant decisions generate explicit and implicit standards for 

the academic and scientific communities that seek their funding. By working internationally, 

an institution like 3ie has these advantages and more. Its decisions are even less influenced 

by particular constituencies within particular countries and can take advantage of a larger 

community of disinterested parties with technical expertise.  

A collective approach to funding impact evaluation is also efficient. First, grants can be 

directed toward clusters of studies that improve the reliability and generalizability of findings. 

The results of a single study might be incorrect for any number of reasons. By conducting 

several studies on similar policies in different contexts, it becomes possible to assess whether 

a particular finding is biased, mistaken, or idiosyncratic.8 Having a number of studies with 

similar findings gives policymakers and researchers greater confidence in the conclusions. 

Systematic reviews are post facto efforts to find and draw conclusions from studies that have a 

similar focus. Such systematic reviews put specific studies in the context of a wider body of 

knowledge and pay explicit attention to their methodological rigor (White and Waddington 

2012). Public officials will only sustain interest in impact evaluations if they produce usable 

information – and systematic reviews are one way to demonstrate the usefulness of impact 

evaluation findings. Clustering studies explicitly around important questions is something a 

collective initiative can more easily undertake, pushing the frontier of knowledge more 

                                                            
8Some examples of clustered studies are reported in Mejía 2014 with regard to introducing laptops in 

schools; and Davis et al. 2012 regarding conditional cash transfer programs in Sub-Saharan Africa. MCC (n.d.) 
benefited from commissioning five comparable studies on agricultural extension services. 3ie has initiated a 

number of clustered studies on topics like social protection (see http://www.3ieimpact.org/en/funding/thematic-
window/social-protection/award-winners/).  
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quickly, and avoiding the all too common experience of undertaking systematic reviews only 

to find that too few studies are available from which to draw firm conclusions.9 

A collective institution is also more efficient than individual or bilateral initiatives because of 

scale economies in administering a grant program. Most bilateral agencies are too small to 

have staff with the expertise and time to dedicate to drafting requests for proposals, 

soliciting proposals, convening expert review panels, supervising grantees, and monitoring 

the quality of research. The marginal cost of reviewing an additional grant is small once a 

group of experts has been convened. Conversely, a grant program cannot generally afford to 

convene enough people with sufficiently specialized knowledge to assess proposals unless it 

is reviewing a significant number of applications. 

A third advantage for a collective institution to undertake grant review and approval of 

impact evaluations is that it fosters cross-sector and cross-disciplinary learning. 

Methodological innovations in medicine have made their way into social policy research, 

econometric techniques have influenced education research, and mixed methods researchers 

are increasingly contributing a nuanced understanding of the “why” to the core impact 

evaluation question of “what changed and by how much.” This kind of diffusion occurs 

more effectively and quickly when the community of researchers from different fields and 

sectors are brought together through a grant-making institution that fosters such 

communication. Additional learning also occurs when phenomena observed in one sector 

have relevance to another, such as when public service delivery issues in education arise in 

water or health or when poverty-reduction strategies in microfinance have a bearing on small 

business development. 

A collectively-financed international institution for promoting impact evaluation is not a 

panacea by any means. Impact evaluations are always going to be subject to concerns that 

their findings may not be generalizable and that countries may be less likely to absorb 

lessons from studies financed, let alone conducted, by other countries. Collective financing 

of impact evaluations which are commissioned through an independent organization runs 

                                                            
9 A systematic review by Gosden et al. 2001 found only six rigorous studies of payment systems on 

physician behavior, but a more recent systematic review (Van Herck et al. 2010) found 50 studies with concurrent 
comparisons or interrupted time series designs. Recognizing this as a major question facing health systems 
around the world, an international organization could finance a cluster of studies on this topic of use to everyone. 
UK and Norwegian funding for the World Bank’s Health Results Innovation Trust Fund is an example in 
relation to this specific topic. 3ie has also clustered studies by issuing requests for proposals on specific topics 
such as HIV self-testing, climate change, and social protection (see “Thematic Windows” at www.3ieimpact.org). 
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the risk of losing opportunities to improve projects when evaluators can engage with project 

designers and implementers (Jacquet 2005; Gaarder and Bartsch 2014). The relevance of 

impact evaluations is also a regular concern, one which requires the institutions 

commissioning impact evaluations, whether bilateral agencies or a multilateral institute, to be 

open to an exchange of views between policymakers, managers, implementers, researchers, 

and beneficiaries about which questions are important to public policy decisions.  

The question raised by such critiques is not whether impact evaluations should be 

collectively funded but whether collectively-funded impact evaluations can be conducted in 

ways that address these concerns by improving their generalizability and relevance. We 

already have a number of ways to address this latter question, many of them pioneered by 

bilateral and multilateral agencies or non-profit institutions like 3ie. These include: 

a. Mechanisms to promote “practice relevant” impact evaluations, such as 3ie’s 

policy window 

b. Clustering studies around common questions so evidence from different 

contexts can be used to assess external validity, such as 3ies calls for proposals 

around specific issue areas 

c. Programs to encourage domestic evaluation institutions such as Mexico’s 

National Evaluation Council (CONEVAL) and improve local research capacity 

so that external evidence can be appropriately considered and domestic studies 

can be more rigorous 

d. Contributions from developing countries to the collective institution so as to 

promote a sense of ownership and engagement, as well as authentic 

involvement in governance, guidance and debates, such as the engagement by 

Pakistan, South Africa, Uganda and other member countries in 3ie 

e. Efforts to promote involvement of domestic researchers and policy evaluation 

groups in producing impact evaluations, as 3ie has attempted with its preference 

for local researchers and for local researchers’ substantive engagement 

f. Information exchanges between countries, as 3ie has done in international 

workshops and conferences 

Under the right circumstances, aid is uniquely suited to financing impact evaluations and the 

most effective approach is to contribute to a collective initiative. Directing aid toward one or 

more international institutions can provide a commitment device to overcome the free rider 

problem associated with a public good like knowledge. Beyond this, the concentration of 
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impact evaluation funds in a small number of international institutions promotes rising 

standards of research excellence; can cluster studies in ways that accelerate learning; is highly 

efficient in terms of economics of scope and scale; and facilitates cross-sector and cross-

disciplinary advances in methods and findings. 

A Bright Future for Aid? 

The future of aid is to build knowledge collectively. Foreign aid is better suited to funding 

pilot programs and impact evaluations than it is to financing domestic services or 

investments. The former supports institutional development and sustainable benefits; the 

latter risks undermining domestic political processes and stops sustaining services when 

funding ends. 

An important part of aid’s future is also to contribute toward and engage more in collective 

multilateral initiatives. The advantages in terms of driving rigorous standards of evidence; 

clustering studies; learning across contexts, sectors, and disciplines; and efficiencies in 

administration are manifest. 

To confront the free rider problem directly, countries that provide foreign aid should pay a 

small levy on their disbursements that would be dedicated to impact evaluations – preferably 

with an independent entity like 3ie but also possibly with trust funds at multilateral agencies 

or in research centers around the world. If a significant number of countries would agree to 

make binding commitments to contribute 0.1% of their annual aid disbursements to 3ie, for 

example, they could assure stable funding for impact evaluation research, reduce the 

tendency of countries to be free riders, and accelerate progress in learning and accountability. 

Ideally, countries that use this policy evidence would also make commitments – say between 

$1 million and $50 million each year based on their domestic revenue capacity. This would 

be easier for many countries if 3ie were to obtain status as an international organization – 

with legal standing to receive funds from governments through official channels rather than 

as a simple non-profit organization. 

In the last two decades, the world has seen exponential growth in the production of rigorous 

impact evaluations, increasing numbers of professionals capable of conducting evaluations, 

and significant improvements in methods. The growing number and quality of evaluations 

are making both technical contributions to program design and implementation, and helping 

governments fulfill a fundamental responsibility to use taxpayer money well. Over this same 

period, the world has seen a disruption in the conventional model of aid, and an active 
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search by aid agencies for their future role. As we have argued above, a particularly 

appropriate and essential future role is to provide predictable, meaningful financial support 

to institutions like the International Initiative for Impact Evaluation. 
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